
Record archiving in the right 
business context!

At last, you are able to attach and link 
additional 
• documents
• attachments
• notes
• e-mails
• and all related fi les directly to your
 SAP records.

Likewise, you can store and display 
documents, such as outgoing invoices, 
delivery notes, or purchase orders 
directly from SAP in the corporate-
wide digital workplace. This improves 
your SAP processes and allows you 
to use SAP content in other business 
processes at the same time.

Electronic fi les as a business 
solution

The dataglobal SAP solution also 
makes it possible to store all docu-
ments (both SAP and non-SAP) regard-
less of their origin in a hierarchical fi le 

structure and to link them to an SAP 
record. Documents can be added both 
automatically – from any source – as 
well as manually by the user and the 
solution is completely intuitive to use.

SAP data archiving with 
certifi cate

dataglobal SAP archiving ensures 
legally compliant retention of data 
extracts and safeguards your compli-
ance strategy during subsequent pro-
cessing. 

Our certifi cation includes both the 
archive link and the ILM interface. 
With these interfaces, as an SAP user, 
you can archive and store data and 
documents and easily connect them 
with additional information.

Exceptional information 
lifecycle management

The dataglobal ILM interface facilitates 
the legally compliant management of 
data within SAP that is subject to

SAP archiving 
    makes your ERP 
    data accessible
to centralized         
   content services

dataglobal offers GDPR-compliant 
SAP archiving and comprehensive 
solutions for the seamless integration 
of SAP documents and records.
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    “With dataglobal 
       SAP archiving, 
           you can link your 
 complete data archive       
      to a central 
knowledge database –   
   and you can control 
 the growth of
        your data!“

Solution Capability

dataglobal SAP archiving and
information lifecycle management
Seamless integration of SAP into your digital workplace 
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dataglobal - Software and Method for Content Services, Digital Workplace and Archiving -... 
mobile, simple and secure!

The software solutions from dataglobal are synonymous with digital transformation, corporate-wide, revision-proof  
archiving and the simple creation and management of individual workflows. dataglobal provides smart content services that  
simplify and speed up the mobile and distributed collaboration of people within a company, which significantly improves the 
company’s competitiveness.

All valuable corporate data, regardless of source, are integrated, classified, managed, deployed, and used as “raw material”. 

On the way to the digital enterprise, we accompany you step by step with the dataglobal method. No matter at which point 
we start together. From a partnership with dataglobal, you can expect a holistic approach to all your existing and upcoming 
digital transformation challenges.

For more than 30 years, dataglobal has been a technology leader and enjoyed worldwide success. More than 550 customers in 
40 countries benefit from the performance capability of dataglobal software.
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The added values at a glance
 › You put into practice perfect SAP information lifecycle management with retention management, blo-

cking (legal hold function) and deletion according to the German GoBD and GDPR requirements
 › The dataglobal scanning solution helps you to record paper-based documents and, using barcode scenari-

os (late and early filing) and your SAP business workplace, you can link them directly to SAP records.
 › IIntegration of external documents, such as e-mails, attachments, or performance records for SAP busi-

ness  
objects, such as invoices. All documents can be displayed within SAP.

 › dataglobal SAP ensures completeness monitoring for outgoing records. Missing documents can also be  
subsequently assigned and archived. This also puts SAP administrators in a position to retrospectively file  
outgoing records electronically that may have been sent as hard copies.

 › dataglobal SAP index export makes it possible to use index data from the SAP system in the archive to find 
and display documents even without an SAP client. This allows for SAP-independent document searches.

 › You prepare your data for migration to SAP HANA, S/ 4HANA, and the cloud.
 › Through effective management, you control the growth of your data and increase your IT effectiveness.
 › You increase your agility, IT efficiency and the productivity of your users.
 › With reduced data quantities and optimized systems, you effectively ensure cost reductions (total cost of  

ownership/TCO) and increase the economic efficiency (return on investment/ROI) of your SAP application.

dataglobal SAP archiving provides ERP data for centralized content services

dataglobal SAP archiving integrates the SAP world seamlessly into your digital workplace. Valuable company data is 
integrated, linked and prepared with content services for workflows and digital processes, as well as made available to 
increase your efficiency and competitiveness.

retention and deletion rules. Centra-
lized rules can be defined that automa-
te and simplify archiving, the life-cycle, 
and blocking and deleting data, e.g. 
based on the requirements of the Ger-
man GoBD Act or GDPR.

For example, retention periods can 
be saved and personal data can be  
securely managed against the back-
ground of your SAP ILM.

It also ensures that data and docu-
ments which are subject to statutory 
retention periods are not accidentally 
deleted.

This means that you reduce and you can 
easily satisfy compliance requirements.


